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The enigma of the millennia has finally been solved!
Encrypted into everything in the known universe, including
gravity, light, and atomic structure are the secret keys to their detailed
construction, manipulation, and control. Discovery of that secret code is
already enabling the one-by-one construction of anything that can be
constructed, while projecting control over everything that can be
controlled.
Since Einstein revealed his famous formula, E=mc2, he labored
day and night in his quest to finally understand how energy (E) moving at
the speed of light (c), actually made up, manipulated and controlled mass
(m), everything we see and touch… the entire material universe.
The uncontrolled manifestation of this awesome universal power
has already given us the nuclear age. Yet, its delicate manipulation at the
subatomic level and its precision interaction with positive and negative
gravity has remained illusive.
Einstein died trying to decipher the secrets of energy’s sequential
encoding — just six years before the invention of that “light fantastic”
from the continuous-wave laser — that very tool, that would have revealed
the secret mechanism of this universal mystery.
Finally now, a half-century later, the methodology of its
encryption, the pieces of his universal puzzle are falling into place,
yielding a panorama of universal interaction… while uniting the two great
(but heretofore incompatible) areas of science, Relativity and corrected
Quantum Mechanics into a comprehensive, intuitive, even easy-tounderstand explanation of how everything works. And how to build and
control anything from pure energy! Just like Einstein dreamed of.

This enigma of the millennia is The Einstein Code®.
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The Enigma

The Einstein Code is not dry science, but an electrifying enigma,
the scientific mystery of the millennia… amid a backdrop of real life
intrigue and high-stakes conflict. It is nonfiction at its pinnacle.
It is the completion of Einstein’s life-long quest — that intuitive
unified field theory that he searched for to his dying day. What’s even
nicer… it even turns out to be easy for all of us to understand.
What could be more exhilarating than discovering the solution to a
millennium-long real-life mystery that famous scientists and powerful
governments throughout the ages have toiled to unravel? Meanwhile,
others have fought to bury it in a sea of confusion in a masterful struggle
to keep its universal secrets hidden from the public. What’s more, it’s a
very-high-stakes riddle that can bring untold value to those taking
advantage of its solutions, which is why it continues to be the subject of
high-budget research and cloak-and-dagger intrigue. Yet, until now it has
eluded them all — remaining a mystery… a universal enigma!
Finally revealed!
Consider the value of Einstein’s work. Publication of his strange
Theory of Relativity way back at the onset of the 20th century seemed too
dry and difficult for many, but what did it prove to be worth? Reflect on
its demonstrated potential for changing the world. Yet, his work was never
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completed. To his dying day, he struggled with the fundamental questions
of the millennia, “What is the universe really made of? How does it
work? And how can we manipulate that basic mechanism of the
universe to do our bidding?”
Ah ha! Now what do you suppose he would have discovered if he
had lived just a little while longer? After all, just six years after his death
came the one invention that could have brought his life-long-quest into
final focus… that light fantastic of the continuous wave laser — the
revealer of universal secrets. While the path to solving that great enigma
remains opaque to the many, a wide new world… the detailed
understanding of everything in the universe, the final fusion of corrected
Quantum Mechanics and Relativity, that Resonant Field Theory, that
solution that Einstein toiled to discover — is in your hands… right now!
So, how can you exploit it? How can such fundamental knowledge
enhance your endeavors? What will you be able to do when you have
finished reading this book that was quite impossible before? Imagine —
understanding how everything in the Universe works… and maybe even
manipulating it yourself!
The Einstein Code (E-Code) is not new age philosophy. It is not
religion. It is not fiction. It is science. Real and pure, provable, and proven
— very advanced physics. What’s more I’ve presented here in an exciting
and easy-to-understand format. It is as exhilarating as it is new. It is as
revealing as it is revolutionary.
It really is the threshold of 23rd century science.
The Einstein Code has been developed from the easy-tounderstand, intuitive and already-proven, Resonant Field Theory of
Everything, that I first published in 2000, the centennial year of Max
Planck’s famous presentation that announced to the world that the
universe (or at least the part of it he studied) was lumpy… quantized in
discrete units of energy.
For me, it represented the completion of over 12 years of hard
work, including my time as Chief Scientist of Cyber Dyne Computers, and
Chief Science Officer of All Optical Networks of San Diego, California.
Check it out! Many of the things explained herein are also included in my
48 patents and patents applied for.
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What’s more, because it is so very basic and applicable to every
science, it not only explains how everything in the universe functions from
the most basic physical mechanisms on up, but it sets out the future path
for discovery that can enable universities and research institutes to
magnify their research objectives, products, budgets and revenue. It will
enable them to learn more about their own specialties than anyone else has
been able to discover to date, while enhancing their capabilities beyond
the imaginations of conventional thinkers… even beyond Einstein!
While such a breakthrough may vastly increase competition as the
lesser schools will now be able to challenge the traditional research
centers for research dollars (euros, yens and whatever,) the result is
expected to generate a rapid proliferation of new and useful knowledge,
catapulting 21st century science into the 23rd century (ahead of schedule!)
Enjoy the exhilaration of discovery!
Experience 23rd century science today!
Absorb the Einstein Code!
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The Value of Solving Einstein’s Enigma
Secret Clues to the Value of Universal Knowledge,
Construction, Manipulation, and Control.
If you understood the machinery of the universe, how everything in
the universe really works, how it’s constructed and how to manipulate and
control its parts, what could you then do? What could you build? What
could you control? What could you accomplish? How valuable would that
make you to a prospective employer? How valuable would it make your
institution? How exciting it would be… just to know!

Far fetched? Look at what grew from the simple understanding of
electricity? How about machine logic, and of course the interchangeability
of mass and energy? Whether such things are good or bad depends on
those building them and how they are used. But the knowledge of how to
do more and more is related to how basic and how accurate one’s
fundamental understanding is in the first place. The more basic the
understanding, the more far-reaching the results — the greater its potential
and value.
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